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Structure and function of Spc42 coiled-coils in 
yeast centrosome assembly and duplication
ABSTRACT Centrosomes and spindle pole bodies (SPBs) are membraneless organelles whose 
duplication and assembly is necessary for bipolar mitotic spindle formation. The structural 
organization and functional roles of major proteins in these organelles can provide critical 
insights into cell division control. Spc42, a phosphoregulated protein with an N-terminal 
dimeric coiled-coil (DCC), assembles into a hexameric array at the budding yeast SPB core, 
where it functions as a scaffold for SPB assembly. Here, we present in vitro and in vivo data to 
elucidate the structural arrangement and biological roles of Spc42 elements. Crystal structures 
reveal details of two additional coiled-coils in Spc42: a central trimeric coiled-coil and a C-ter-
minal antiparallel DCC. Contributions of the three Spc42 coiled-coils and adjacent undetermined 
regions to the formation of an ∼145 Å hexameric lattice in an in vitro lipid monolayer assay and 
to SPB duplication and assembly in vivo reveal structural and functional redundancy in Spc42 
assembly. We propose an updated model that incorporates the inherent symmetry of these 
Spc42 elements into a lattice, and thereby establishes the observed sixfold symmetry. The 
implications of this model for the organization of the central SPB core layer are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Centrosomes and spindle pole bodies (SPBs) are large membrane-
less organelles that serve as microtubule-organizing centers 
(MTOCs), forming the poles of the mitotic spindle and positioning 
the nucleus during cell division. Centrosomes and SPBs also func-
tion as signaling platforms by concentrating cell cycle regulators 
and other factors. Despite the morphological diversity between 
centriolar-based centrosomes and plaque-like SPBs, more than half 
of all SPB components have a direct orthologue found at centro-
somes (Ruthnick and Schiebel, 2016; Cavanaugh and Jaspersen, 
2017; Ito and Bettencourt-Dias, 2018). Moreover, building blocks of 
SPBs and centrosomes are structurally similar, enriched in coiled-coil 
containing proteins (Woodruff, 2018). Analysis of several coiled-
coil–containing proteins in yeast and metazoans suggests that these 
motifs affect organelle organization, size, and function (Winey and 
Bloom, 2012; Woodruff et al., 2014; Conduit et al., 2015). However, 
for most centrosome and SPB proteins, the exact role of each 
coiled-coil is not known.
The defined molecular composition and well-described duplica-
tion pathway of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae SPB make it an ideal 
system to study MTOC organization. The SPB appears as three 
layers when viewed by electron microscopy (EM): the inner and 
outer plaques nucleate respective nuclear and cytoplasmic microtu-
bules, and the central plaque anchors the SPB to the nuclear 
envelope via two hooklike appendages (Byers and Goetsch, 1974, 
1975). Two additional intermediate layers, IL1 and IL2, are observed 
between the central and outer plaques when viewed by cryo-EM 
and electron or cryo-electron tomography (Bullitt et al., 1997; 
O’Toole et al., 1999; Li and Fernandez, 2018). The SPB core, formed 
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by the central plaque, IL2 and IL1, contains the yeast pericentrin-
related protein Spc110, calmodulin (Cmd1), and three yeast-specific 
coiled-coil–containing proteins, Spc42, Spc29, and Cnm67 (Figure 
1A). Cmd1 and Spc29 localize to the central plaque and bind to the 
C-terminus of Spc110 and the N-terminus of Spc42 (Geier et al., 
1996; Kilmartin and Goh, 1996; Spang et al., 1996; Sundberg et al., 
1996; Adams and Kilmartin, 1999; Elliott et al., 1999; Muller et al., 
2005). Spc42 extends from the central plaque to IL2, where the 
Spc42 C-terminus interacts with the C-terminus of Cnm67 (Adams 
and Kilmartin, 1999; Elliott et al., 1999; Muller et al., 2005). A recent 
Bayesian integrative structural model of the SPB core amalgamates 
our knowledge of protein organization (Viswanath et al., 2017). 
Despite this wealth of information, reconstitution of SPBs in vitro has 
not been possible, due in part to a lack of understanding about the 
structure and organization of the SPB core formed by Spc42.
Multiple lines of evidence suggest that Spc42 plays a key role in 
SPB architecture. It is essential for SPB formation, and during SPB 
duplication, Spc42 is the first core protein to localize to the new SPB 
(Donaldson and Kilmartin, 1996; Burns et al., 2015). Spc42 overpro-
duction in yeast results in the lateral expansion of a two-dimensional 
(2D) crystal into a “superplaque” structure (Donaldson and Kilmar-
tin, 1996; Bullitt et al., 1997; Castillo et al., 2002; Jaspersen et al., 
2004; Li and Fernandez, 2018). Cryo-EM of this superplaque 
revealed a hexagonal lattice with 1/126 Å−1 reciprocal dimensions 
(for Fourier transform of real space), comparable to the hexagonal 
pattern seen in the central layer of the SPB by cryo-electron tomog-
raphy (Bullitt et al., 1997). These findings were recently corrobo-
rated by cryo-electron tomography studies describing 1/132 Å−1 
reciprocal dimensions (Li and Fernandez, 2018).
Here, we elucidate the symmetry elements of Spc42 when viewed 
by crystallographic analysis. The individual contributions of Spc42 
protein regions to the formation of a 2D crystal on a lipid monolayer 
are evaluated using EM. We then assess the contributions of Spc42 
protein regions to hexagonal array formation in vivo using a super-
plaque assay. Further, the Spc42 contributions to yeast cell duplica-
tion, function, and stability are analyzed by fluorescence microscopy, 
transmission EM, and survival assays. These findings support an 
alternate model for Spc42 arrangement within the SPB core.
RESULTS
Stabilization of coiled-coils via fusion to globular domains
For designing Spc42 protein constructs for structural analysis, seg-
ments of the protein of interest were fused to small, globular solubi-
lization domains (Klenchin et al., 2011). This strategy both improves 
the solubility of proteins that do not fold well when expressed in 
Escherichia coli (e.g., full-length Spc42) and stabilizes smaller do-
mains that are often better suited for x-ray crystallographic study 
(Korkmaz et al., 2016). This approach has proved highly successful for 
a wide range of coiled-coil fragments that were otherwise difficult to 
express in a form useful for structural and biochemical analysis (Frye 
et al., 2010; Taylor et al., 2015; Andreas et al., 2017). A range of 
stable globular proteins were fused to various regions of Spc42, 
including Sumo (Peroutka et al., 2011); Gp7 (Morais et al., 2003); N-
terminal domain of a response regulator/sensory boxy/GGDEF 
3- domain protein (referred to by its PDB ID, 3H5I); sigma-54-depen-
dent transcriptional regulator domain from Chlorobium tepidum 
(referred to by its PDB ID, 3K2N); or GCN4 (Lu et al., 1999) (Supple-
mental Table S1). (Note that Sumo is a monomer in solution, so it 
imposes no symmetry on Spc42, but is usually required to maintain 
Spc42 solubility.) We tested multiple globular fusion constructs to 
ensure that the structure and arrangement of Spc42 was due to 
Spc42, and not a by-product of the oligomeric state of the fusion.
FIGURE 1: Conserved regions of Spc42 adopt distinct coiled-coil 
structures in vitro. (A) Schematic of protein organization within the 
SPB (top) and Spc42 coiled-coil regions (ACC, antiparallel coiled-coil; 
DCC, dimeric coiled-coil; TCC, trimeric coiled-coil) as well as 
undetermined regions (UR1–UR4) (bottom). (B–E) TCC. (B) Structure 
of Spc42181–211 TCC (rainbow), attached to the trimeric fusion protein 
3H5I (pink, teal and green). (C) Alignment of four trimers of the 
Spc42181–211 asymmetric unit. (D) Stabilizing hydrophobic residues of 
the TCC are shown as gray spheres. (E) Phosphomimetic residues 
T193E and S195E of the TCC are shown as red spheres. (F, G) ACC. 
(F) Structure of Spc42246–305 ACC. (G) Stabilizing hydrophobic residues 
of the ACC are shown as gray spheres.
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Structural determination of the Spc42 N-terminal dimeric 
coiled-coil (DCC)
The Keating group determined the structure of residues 67–128 of 
the N-terminal dimeric coiled-coil (DCC) (Zizlsperger et al., 2008). 
We incorporated a dimeric (3K2N) globular domain as a C-terminal 
fusion to H6-Spc4211–130 and were able to resolve residues 60–130 of 
the Spc42 DCC (Table 1). Our structure corroborates the Keating 
structure, with the addition of a few residues.
Structural determination of the Spc42 trimerization 
domain (TCC)
For determination of the structure of the central coiled-coil, con-
structs were prepared that incorporated the trimeric (3H5I) globular 
domain as an N-terminal fusion directly to Spc42181–211E (where “E” 
indicates phosphomimetic substitutions at T193 and S195) (see 
Materials and Methods). The 3H5I-Spc42181–211E was purified and 
crystallized and yielded a 2.5 Å resolution x-ray structure (Table 1 and 
Figure 1B). The protein crystallized in space group P21212 with four 
trimers in the crystallographic asymmetric unit. Although the orienta-
tion of the TCC relative to 3H5I is somewhat different for each of the 
crystallographically independent trimers in the asymmetric unit, the 
coiled-coil organization is similar in all instances and is unequivocal 
(Figure 1C and Supplemental Figure S1A). Moreover, the flexibility 
observed between 3H5I and the Spc42 TCC (Figure 1B) implies that 
the TCC is not an artifact of the trimeric fusion, but rather an intrinsic 
property of this region of Spc42. The trimeric bundle of coiled-coils 
is stabilized by a band of buried hydrophobic residues that include 
L187, I190, L194, L197, Y200, and V201 (Figure 1D and Supplemen-
tal Figure S1B). The total buried surface area for the entire bundle is 
∼2500 Å2, where ∼1900 Å2 is hydrophobic (Fraczkiewicz and Braun, 
1998). This approximates to 830 and 630 Å2 total and hydrophobic 
buried surface per chain, respectively, which is consistent with a weak 
interaction between individual helices but a more substantial interac-
tion within the entire hydrophobic bundle (Janin et al., 2008). The 
structure indicates that T193E/S195E phosphomimetic mutations are 
surface residues (Figure 1E), and circular dichroism corroborates that 
these residues do not play an obvious structural role in assembly 
(Supplemental Figure S1C). Taken together, these data indicate that 
Spc42 residues 181–204 form a TCC.
Structural determination of a C-terminal Spc42 antiparallel 
dimerization domain (ACC)
Spc42246–305 (Spc42ACC) readily crystallized without the aid of a globu-
lar fusion protein, yielding an x-ray structure at 2.5 Å resolution with 
one peptide in the crystallographic asymmetric unit (Table 1). Exami-
nation of the crystal packing revealed this fragment assembled as an 
ACC dimer (Figure 1F). The total buried surface area for this assem-
bly is 1762 Å2, in which 1234 Å2 constitute buried hydrophobic sur-
face (Fraczkiewicz and Braun, 1998). This is larger than the minimum 
buried surface area expected for a constitutive dimer (∼1500 Å2) or 
Data collection H6-Spc4211–130-3K2N (SeMet) 3H5I-Spc42181–211T193E,S195E Spc42246–305 (SeMet)
Space group C 2 2 21 P 21 21 2 P6522
Cell dimensions (Å) 49.7, 193.1, 95.8 133.2, 169.7, 122.0 36.5, 36.5, 205.8
Resolution range (Å) 100–2.55 50–2.50 50–2.4
Completeness (%)a 99.9 (99.4) 94.3 (88.1) 99.4 (97.4)
Rsym (%)a 0.074 (0.537) 0.094 (0.261) 0.12 (0.494)
Mean I/σa 34.4 (4.2) 12.4 (1.8) 18.5 (3.0)
No. of unique reflections 14,752 93,847 3603
Chains per asymmetric unit 7 12 1
Multiplicitya 13.8 (11.3) 6.0 (2.9) 18.7 (8.7)
Refinement
 No. of residues 243 1846 53
 Water molecules 41 46 10
 Rwork (%)a 20.8 (26.2) 19.5 (26.7) 21.5 (21.5)
 Rfree (%)a 24.4 (26.3) 24.9 (32.7) 26.4 (26.4)
 Average B-factor (Å2) 52.8 45.9 41.6
 RMSD on bond lengths (Å)b 0.01 0.01 0.01
 RMSD on bond angles (Å)b 0.94 1.11 1.08
Ramachandran plot (%)
 Preferred 94.6 96.3 100
 Allowed 5.4 3.1 0
 Outliers 0 0.6 0
  RCSB (Research  Collaboratory 
for Structural Bioinformatics) 
 accession no.
6OEI 6OEC 6OD2
aStatistics in parentheses are given for the highest resolution shell.
bRoot-mean-square deviation describes positions of atoms in the final crystallographic model relative to expected theoretical values.
TABLE 1: Crystallographic data collection and refinement statistics.
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many protein–protein interfaces, suggesting that this region may 
play an important role in the formation of higher-order Spc42 assem-
blies. The hydrophobic interface is formed by a series of conserved 
residues, including V261, I265, L268, I272, and L283 (Figure 1G).
Size-exclusion chromatography of Spc42ACC showed that 94% of 
the population migrated in the dimeric peak (Supplemental Figure 
S1, D and E). Mutation of residues at the hydrophobic interface re-
sulted in a structural shift to a primarily tetrameric population (75%), 
suggesting that hydrophobic interactions are required for the speci-
ficity of this region. Creation of a phosphomimetic mutation at a 
strongly predicted phospho-site, S284 (Keck et al., 2011; Fong 
et al., 2018), drives the equilibrium away from the dimeric form, as 
evidenced by a 39% reduction in dimeric peak area relative to the 
wild-type construct (55% dimer). Therefore, phosphorylation could 
mediate the stability of the ACC formed by Spc42ACC and/or its 
interaction with other core proteins such as Cnm67.
Reconstructed Spc42 arrays on lipid monolayers
To elucidate which parts of Spc42 were essential for assembly of 
higher-order arrays, we adopted methods used for 2D crystalliza-
tion, in which a protein of interest is localized to a lipid monolayer 
formed at the air–water interface by use of an affinity tag (Kubalek 
et al., 1994; Kelly et al., 2010). A series of Spc42 constructs, varied 
by the inclusion or exclusion of symmetry elements (DCC, TCC, 
ACC) and undetermined regions (UR1–UR4), were prepared (Figure 
2A and Supplemental Table S1), assembled onto lipid monolayers, 
and examined by negative-stain transmission EM to determine 
whether array formation occurred and whether arrays were similar to 
those observed previously in vivo (Bullitt et al., 1997; Li and Fernan-
dez, 2018). Several Spc42 variant constructs formed hexagonal 
arrays, as evidenced by images and fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) 
(Table 2, Supplemental Figure S2, A and B, and Figure 2B). We ana-
lyzed images for each Spc42 variant construct as single particles 
(see Materials and Methods) to obtain four class averages per Spc42 
variant (Supplemental Figure S2C), the best of which was chosen by 
eye as a reference image for subsequent alignment and averaging 
(Figure 2C). All constructs that formed an array of hexagonal 
symmetry exhibited unit cell dimensions in real space of a = b = 
∼145 Å (1/126 Å−1 reciprocal dimensions), identical to the dimen-
sions of lattices formed in vivo by Spc42 (Bullitt et al., 1997; Li and 
Fernandez, 2018) (Table 2 and Figure 2D).
To our surprise, Spc42’s N- and C-termini, including the DCC, are 
not needed for array formation in vitro using this assay. Instead, 
Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC is sufficient, as illustrated by the arrays formed from 
H6-3H5I-Spc42181–305E (Figure 2, A–C, and Table 2). While C-terminal 
residues 305–363 are not required for array formation, arrays formed 
from Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC constructs were more difficult to obtain and 
generally less ordered than Spc42ACC-UR3-ACC-UR4 constructs, sug-
gesting that the C-terminus plays a role in stabilizing the array. Inclu-
sion of the T193E/S195E phosphomimetic mutations had no effect 
on array formation, consistent with our classification of them as sur-
face residues (Figure 1E).
Formation of a hexagonal lattice requires connected domains 
with twofold and threefold symmetry. Thus, Spc42TCC, Spc42ACC, 
and Spc42ACC-UR4 were all insufficient to form arrays in the mono-
layer assay (Figure 2A and Table 2). While removal of the TCC 
(Spc42∆UR1-∆DCC-∆TCC and Spc42∆UR1-∆TCC) still resulted in hexagonal 
arrays, removal of both the TCC and UR3 (Spc42∆UR1-∆TCC-∆UR3) did 
not. This suggests that, in addition to the TCC, there is another re-
gion that imparts threefold symmetry in the Spc42 array. Convincing 
arrays are not formed in the absence of the ACC (Spc42∆UR1-∆ACC), 
signifying the ACC’s major role in stabilizing the hexagonal array.
The TCC and ACC are important for Spc42 assembly in vivo
To test the requirement of the TCC-UR3 region, the ACC, or UR4 for 
lattice formation in yeast, we took advantage of the fact that ectopic 
overexpression of SPC42 results in a lateral expansion of the central 
plaque of the SPB (Figure 3A). Fusion of green fluorescent protein 
(GFP) to SPC42 allows us to visualize this “superplaque” as one or 
two large foci when cells are grown in galactose, as shown for wild-
type Spc42 (Figure 3, B and C). This assay most closely aligns with 
the assembly assays in vitro, because the superplaque is thought to 
consist exclusively of Spc42 (Donaldson and Kilmartin, 1996; Bullitt 
et al., 1997). Thus, it is possible to confirm whether the roles of UR1, 
DCC, UR2, TCC, UR3, ACC, and UR4 deduced from in vitro studies 
are reflected in the self-assembly of Spc42 in vivo (Table 3).
Spc42∆TCC-∆UR3-GFP, which lacks residues 185–245, undergoes 
self-assembly in 95 ± 5% (n = 160) of large budded cells (Figure 3, B 
and C). The observation that Spc42∆TCC-∆UR3 did not result in array 
formation in vitro (Figure 2A) suggests that additional components 
of the polypeptide chain stabilize arrays formed in vivo without the 
TCC and UR3. Deletion of the ACC (residues 244–304) results in the 
formation of multiple small puncta in 78 ± 6% (n = 122) of large bud-
ded cells (Figure 3, B and C), indicating that the ACC is necessary for 
stable array formation in vivo. Deletion of the C-terminus of Spc42 
(residues 304–363; UR4) did not affect self-assembly in vivo, just as 
it was dispensable in vitro; however, these C-terminal residues are 
important for yeast growth and Spc42 assembly, as discussed later.
Because Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC was sufficient to induce lattice forma-
tion on lipid monolayers, we tested whether this region was capable 
of self-assembly in vivo by overproducing Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC or 
Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC-UR4 (residues 181–305 or 181–363, respectively) 
fused to GFP in a wild-type strain (Figure 3D). Despite reduced 
expression levels compared with full-length Spc42-GFP, we 
detected Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC-UR4-GFP at large puncta in 53 ± 6% (n = 
129) of large budded cells (Figure 3, E and F). The extreme C-termi-
nal amino acids were required for assembly in this instance, as 
Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC-GFP did not form foci or puncta but was instead 
present at low levels throughout the cytoplasm. This is consistent 
with the observation that deletion of UR4 residues 304–363 from the 
endogenous copy of SPC42 is required for yeast growth (Figure 3G). 
Taken together, our data indicate that Spc42 oligomerization in vivo, 
much like that in lipid monolayers in vitro, uses distinct but overlap-
ping contributions from the TCC, ACC, and adjacent regions.
The TCC and UR3 of Spc42 play roles in SPB duplication 
and separation
Our in vitro assembly data suggested the region containing the TCC 
and UR3 was important for formation of the hexagonal lattice found 
within the SPB core. Although deletion of this region did not affect 
Spc42 self-association using the superplaque assay, it is possible 
that it is essential for normal SPB function when expressed at en-
dogenous levels as the sole copy of SPC42 in the cell. Conversely, 
deletions that prevent superplaque formation might be viable as a 
sole copy due to compensatory interactions with associated SPB 
components. Deletion or point mutant alleles were integrated as 
single copies into the genome of cells lacking SPC42 (spc42∆), and 
growth was tested at multiple temperatures and examined via serial 
dilution (Figure 4A). Elimination of both the TCC and UR3 results in 
an allele that is temperature sensitive for growth due to defects in 
spindle formation (Figure 4, B–D). Analysis of SPB morphology by 
EM revealed two distinct phenotypes in spc42∆TCC-∆UR3 mutants 
that were not seen in wild-type cells (Figure 4E): 12/24 spc42∆TCC-
∆UR3 cells contained a single SPB that had not duplicated 
(Figure 4F), and 11/24 spc42∆TCC-∆UR3 cells contained duplicated 
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FIGURE 2: Assembly of Spc42 variant constructs on lipid monolayers in vitro. (A) Schematic of Spc42 variant constructs 
composed of three coiled-coil regions (DCC, TCC, and ACC) along with four undetermined regions (UR1–UR4). H6 
(black pentagon) and a stabilizing globular domain (3H5I, Gp7, Sumo, 3K2N, or GCN4) were fused to the N-termini of 
Spc42 variants, and each was independently assayed for 2D array formation on a lipid monolayer. Nomenclature for 
these constructs is defined on the right. (B, C) EM images of Spc42 arrays for various constructs. (B) Spc42 hexameric 
2D crystals were selected from broad-view images (Supplemental Figure S2A) for FFT computation (Supplemental 
Figure S2B). The 2D class averages of single particles from respective Spc42 constructs were obtained from broad-view 
images using EMAN2.2 (Supplemental Figure S2C). (C) All particles of a given Spc42 variant construct were aligned to a 
single class average and subsequently averaged. (D) The final averaged images of aligned particles have sixfold 
symmetry. Line profiles for each of the three directions (see black trace) were globally fit (pink traces) to obtain the unit 
cell dimensions of the hexameric array (see text and Table 2).
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Construct
Forms 
array?
Reciprocal axis 
dimensions 
from FFTs 
(Å−1)a
Spc42 
unit cell 
 dimensions 
from FFTs 
(Å)b
Unit cell 
 dimensions 
from final 
averaged 
 images (Å)c
 Nonsymmetrized 
unit cells 
 dimensions from 
final averaged 
images (Å)d
Bullitt et al., 1997 Yes 1/126 145 n/a n/a
Li and Fernandez, 2018 Yes 1/132 152 n/a n/a
Composite average of data 
from this work
1/(126 ± 3) 146 ± 4 147 ± 1 144 ± 2
TCC-UR3-ACC H6-3H5I-Spc42181–305E,e Yes 1/(127 ± 4) 146 ± 5 144 ± 2 143 ± 2
H6-Gp7-Spc42184–305E,e Yes 1/(124 ± 2) 144 ± 2 f f
H6-Gp7- Spc42184–305 Yes 1/(129 ± 1) 149 ± 1 g 139 ± 2
H6-Sumo-TEV-Spc42181–305E,e Yes 1/(133 ± 4) 154 ± 5 f f
Average Spc42181/184–305 1/(128 ± 3) 148 ± 5 144 ± 2 141 ± 2
TCC-UR3-ACC-UR4 H6-Gp7-Spc42184–363E,e Yes 1/(130.7 ± 0.6) 150.9 ± 0.7 154.9 ± 0.7 153 ± 1
H6-Gp7-Spc42184–363 Yes 1/(140 ± 7) 161 ± 8 144 ± 1 146 ± 1
H6-Sumo-TEV-Spc42181–363E,e Yes 1/(122 ± 3) 141 ± 4 146.3 ± 0.7 143 ± 1
Average Spc42181/184–363 1/(131 ± 4) 151 ± 3 147.3 ± 0.8 147 ± 1
∆UR1 H6-GCN4-Spc4272–363 Yes 1/(126 ± 2) 145 ± 2 f f
H6-3K2N-Spc4272–363 Yes 1/(106 ± 3) 123 ± 4 145.4 ± 0.9 145 ± 2
H6-3K2N-Spc42128–363 Yes 1/(129 ± 2) 149 ± 3 g 137 ± 2
Average Spc4272/128–363 1/(120 ± 2) 139 ± 4 145.4 ± 0.9 141 ± 2
∆UR1-∆DCC-∆TCC H6-3H5I-Spc42132–363∆181–211 Yes 1/(127 ± 1) 147 ± 2 f 145 ± 2
∆UR1-∆TCC H6-3K2N-Spc4272–363∆185–202 Yes 1/(123 ± 5) 143 ± 5 g 143 ± 1
TCC H6-3H5I-Spc42181–211E,e No
ACC-UR4 H6-Spc42246–363 No
ACC H6-3H5I-Spc42251–305 No
No
∆UR1-∆TCC-∆UR3 H6-3K2N-Spc4272–363∆185–245 No
∆UR1-∆ACC H6-Gp7-Spc4272–363∆246–305 No
H6-3K2N-Spc4272–363∆246–305 No
aFFTs were processed in ImageJ from micrographs. For a set scale (7.1 Å/pixel for 25,000× magnification, 5.9 Å/pixel for 30,000× magnification, or 4.8 Å/pixel for 
40,000× magnification), measurements of the unit cell dimensions were given in radius angstroms per cycle. Errors are given for the SD between the six individual 
first-order spots on the resulting power spectrum; SEM is given for averaged values.
bFor a hexagonal lattice, the relationship between the real (a ) and reciprocal (α*) axes length is given by  ( )( )=a a
1
sin 60*
 (see Discussion). Error is propagated from 
the previous column (see note a).
cSee Figure 2D and Materials and Methods. Error is given for the global fit to a gaussian for the central peak values; SEM is given for averaged values.
dRefinement was performed in EMAN2.2 without symmetrizing the reference image (see Materials and Methods). Error is given as for the previous column (see note 
c); SEM is given for averaged values.
eE denotes T193E, S195E mutations.
fAlthough arrays were observed, they were not of adequate quality to obtain particles through the Neural Network (EMAN2.2).
gAlthough arrays were observed and were of sufficient quality for some refinement in EMAN2.2, the reference image was not of adequate quality to be symme-
trized.
TABLE 2: Two-dimensional assembly characteristics of fusion constructs.
side-by-side SPBs (Figure 4, G and H). Half of these unduplicated 
SPBs had an abnormally long bridge with no evidence of a satellite, 
the SPB duplication intermediate that assembles on the bridge. 
Thus, the TCC and UR3 are required for SPB duplication and separa-
tion at high temperatures. Interestingly, smaller deletions within this 
region that remove the TCC or UR3 (spc42∆TCC and spc42∆UR3) or 
mutation of residues that would likely be essential for formation of 
the TCC (spc42-I190E, T193K, V196E, L197E) did not have a growth 
defect (Figure 4B). This, combined with the viability and wild-type 
spindle morphology of spc42∆TCC-∆UR3 at 23°C, indicates that, 
while this region contributes to SPB function, it is nonessential in 
yeast.
Analysis of the ACC points to a role in self-assembly
Deletion of the ACC (residues 244–304) had little effect on yeast 
growth; mutation of residues at the hydrophobic interface 
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FIGURE 3: Multiple regions within the C-terminus are required for Spc42 oligomerization in vivo. (A) Left,  schematic of 
Spc42-GFP (green star, GFP) variant constructs tested for superplaque formation following induction of overnight, 
mid–log phase YEP/2% raffinose cultures with 2% galactose for 3 h. Right, levels of overexpressed protein in whole-cell 
lysates determined by Western blotting with an anti-GFP antibody; histone H4 (HH4) serves as a loading control. 
Relative levels were normalized to the amount of GFP in an untagged control and in wild-type Spc42-GFP. (B) GFP 
fluorescence was analyzed by microscopy. Images are contrasted so that the small puncta present in mutants are visible. 
An overlay with the bright-field image is shown below. Scale bar: 2 µm. (C) The ability of Spc42-GFP or mutants to 
incorporate into a superplaque, judged by one or two easily visible spots of fluorescence in large budded yeast cells, 
was quantitated in each sample. n = 100, in 3 experiments. Error bars, SD. The p values were determined using Fisher’s 
test. All are statistically significant (p < 0.0001), unless indicated. (D) Left, schematic of two Spc42 C-terminal fragments 
expressed as GFP fusions. Right, expression was analyzed in whole-cell lysates as in A. (E, F) Superplaque formation was 
assayed as in B and C. (G) An empty vector, wild-type SPC42, and spc42∆304–363 were transformed into a strain 
containing a deletion of SPC42 covered by a URA3-based plasmid containing wild-type SPC42. The ability of each 
version of spc42 to rescue the SPC42 deletion was tested by plating fivefold serial dilutions of cells on 5-FOA plates. As 
a control, cells were stamped onto SC-URA plates. Shown are plates grown for 2 d at 30°C, although the mutant was 
inviable at all temperatures (unpublished data).
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(Figure 1G, V261, L268, I272, L283) only affected growth and 
spindle formation at low temperatures (Figure 5, A–D). The super-
plaque assay showed that Spc42V261D, L268D, I272D, L283D-GFP was 
partially defective in foci formation (Figure 5, E–G), similar to 
Spc42∆ACC-GFP (described earlier; Figure 3, B and C). Frequently, 
cold sensitivity is associated with protein assembly defects (e.g., 
tubulin, ribosome, and spliceosome mutants), pointing to the idea 
that the growth defect in spc42-V261D L268D I272D L283D might 
be due to an inability of the mutant protein to self-associate, 
although it is also formally possible that this region is required for 
binding to other SPB components.
The first coiled-coil domain (DCC) is essential for Spc42 
function in yeast
If Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC is sufficient to form the hexagonal lattice/super-
plaque, what role does Spc42’s N-terminus play at the SPB? Based 
on interactions between the Spc42 N-terminus with the C-termini of 
Spc110, Cmd1, and Spc29 in the central plaque (Geier et al., 1996; 
Kilmartin and Goh, 1996; Adams and Kilmartin, 1999; Spang et al., 
1996; Sundberg et al., 1996; Elliott et al., 1999; Muller et al., 2005), 
the DCC is predicted to span IL2 to the central plaque, an estimated 
distance of 108 Å (Figure 1A). The idea that this region functions as 
a structural linker or spacer is consistent with crystallography data 
showing that residues 60–130 fold into a coiled-coil of 106.5 Å 
(Table 1) (Zizlsperger et al., 2008). While spc42∆60–80 results in slow 
growth, deletions such as spc42∆DCC (residues 54–141), spc42∆60–
94 and spc42∆95–130 are lethal (Figure 6, A and B), perhaps 
because the reduced central plaque to IL2 distance is incompatible 
with the packing arrangement of molecules within the SPB core. 
Alternatively, these deletions may disrupt Spc42’s self-association or 
interactions with other components. If the DCC is a structural linker, 
then replacement of the coiled-coil should restore function 
to deletion alleles in this domain. In-phase insertions of heptad re-
peats from the coiled-coil of muscle myosin 2 rescued the slow 
growth of spc42∆60–80, but all other insertions were nonfunctional 
(Figure 6B). This implies that the sequence of the coiled coil within 
residues 80–130 is functionally essential, whereas only a structural 
coiled-coil is required for residues 60–80.
Further analysis of deletion mutants and myosin replacements 
using the superplaque assay suggested that the DCC is important 
for Spc42 assembly and/or stability. Although the myosin replace-
ments were unable to serve as the sole copy of SPC42, addition of 
the myosin coiled-coil was able to rescue the superplaque forma-
tion defect of both Spc42∆60–94 and Spc42∆95–130 proteins (Figure 6, 
C and D). Western blot analysis of total protein levels suggests that, 
at least for Spc42∆95–130, myosin 896–931, part of the myosin rescue may 
be associated with protein levels (Figure 6E). Therefore, we in-
creased the copy number of spc42∆60–94myosin 861–895 and 
spc42∆95–130myosin 896–931 using a 2-µ plasmid, which is maintained 
in ∼50 copies per cell. However, spc42∆60–94myosin 861–895 and 
spc42∆95–130myosin 896–931 still could not rescue spc42∆ (unpub-
lished data). Collectively, these data suggest that the first coiled-coil 
is critical for Spc42 function in vivo. The ability of myosin to restore 
Spc42 assembly, but not SPC42 function, points to the possibility 
that the DCC is more than a structural linker between the central 
plaque and IL2. Consistent with idea, we found that extension of the 
DCC cannot be tolerated (Figure 6F), with the exception of a 69-res-
idue myosin coiled-coil inserted between residues 80 and 81 at the 
end of the structural region of the DCC. This implies that the func-
tional interaction of the DCC with components of the central plaque 
and IL2 can be mostly associated with two distinct segments: 60–80 
and 81–130.
DISCUSSION
Here, we redetermine the Spc42 N-terminal DCC structure solved 
by the Keating group (Zizlsperger et al., 2008) and elucidate two 
additional symmetry elements: a central TCC and a C-terminal ACC 
(Figure 1A). We further demonstrate that the DCC is not needed for 
the formation of a hexagonal array in vitro, but is functionally essen-
tial in vivo, which implies a structural redundancy. Moreover, our 
Spc42 constructs
Amino acids 
 deleted/ 
mutated
% cells with superplaque 
(mean ± SD, n)
Self-assembles 
in vivoa Rescue spc42∆
Forms 2D array 
in vitrob
Spc42 — 97 ± 5 (n = 187) Yes Yes ND
Spc42∆DCC 54–141 7 ± 6 (n = 144) No No ND
Spc42∆TCC-∆UR3 185–245 95 ± 5 (n = 160) Yes tsc No
Spc42∆TCC 185–202 ND ND Yes Yes
Spc42∆UR3 202–245 ND ND Yes ND
Spc42∆ACC 244–304 21 ± 7 (n = 122) No tsc No
Spc42V261D, L268D, I272D, L283D V261D, L268D, 
I272D, L283D
44 ± 8 (n = 251) Partially Yes ND
Spc42∆UR4 304–363 88 ± 11 (n = 116) Yes No ND
Spc42 fragments
Amino acids 
expressed
% overexpressed GFP in 
super-plaque (mean ± SD, n)
Self-assembles 
in vivo Rescue spc42∆
Forms 2D array 
in vitrob
Spc42 1–363 88 ± 2 (n = 132) Yes Yes ND
Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC 185–305 ND No No Yes
Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC-UR4 185–363 53 ± 6 (n = 129) Yes No Yes
aIn vivo assembly was performed with full-length Spc42 (1–363) lacking the domains indicated.
bIn vitro assembly was performed with Spc42 fragment (72–363).
cts, temperature sensitive.
TABLE 3: In vivo assembly properties of Spc42 constructs.
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FIGURE 4: The TCC and UR3 are involved in SPB duplication and separation. (A) Schematic of Spc42 variant constructs. 
(B) Plasmid constructs were tested for their ability to rescue the SPC42 deletion as in Figure 3G. Plates were incubated 
at 23°C for 3 d or 37°C for 2 d. (C) The spc42∆185–245 and SPC42 cells were grown to mid–log phase in YPD at 23°C; 
the culture was then divided and shifted to 37°C for 4 h or kept at 23°C. Spindle morphology was analyzed by confocal 
imaging using GFP-Tub1 (microtubules, green) and Tub4-mCherry (SPBs, red). Cell outlines are based on bright-field 
images (white). Scale bar: 2 µm. (D) The percentage of large-budded cells from C that contained one, two, or more than 
two Tub4 foci were determined. An example from one of three independent experiments is shown, with at least 
100 cells counted per sample. The p values were calculated using Fisher’s exact test. (E–H) Thin-section EM images of 
wild-type (E) and spc42∆185–245 (F–H) cells grown at 37°C as in C are shown. (E) Wild-type cell with two SPBs 
connected by a spindle. (F) Example of two serial sections of a SPB from spc42∆185–245 with an elongated bridge. A 
magnified image is shown on the right. (G, H) Two examples of duplicated side-by-side SPBs in spc42∆185–245 mutants. 
Note that in the magnified image in H, amorphous material is also present between the two poles, even though 
cytoplasmic microtubules emerge from each SPB. Arrowheads show cytoplasmic microtubules. Asterisks mark the 
position of nuclear pore complexes. Scale bars in E–H: 200 µm.
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data reveal that Spc42 residues 184–305 are sufficient for lattice 
formation in vitro and, with the addition of UR4, for superplaque 
assembly in vivo, suggesting that the TCC, UR3, and ACC are major 
contributors to the hexagonal array observed at the SPB. Thus, it is 
striking that deletions and mutations of the TCC or ACC resulted in 
functional or partially functional versions of SPC42 in yeast. This di-
chotomy indicates that multiple interactions are important for SPB 
integrity.
FIGURE 5: Conserved hydrophobic residues in the ACC interface are important for SPB function. (A) Schematic of 
Spc42 variant constructs. (B) Plasmid constructs were tested for their ability to rescue the SPC42 deletion as in Figure 
4B. (C, D) Spindle morphology was analyzed by confocal imaging (C) using GFP-Tub1 (microtubules, green) and 
Tub4-mCherry (SPBs, red) in wild-type and spc42∆-V261D L268D I272D L283D cells grown at 30°C or shifted to 16°C 
for 15 h. (D) The percentage of large-budded cells from C that contained one, two, or more than two Tub4 foci were 
determined. An example from one of three independent experiments is shown, with at least 100 cells counted 
per sample. The p values were calculated using Fisher’s exact test. Scale bar: 2 µm. (E–G) The ability of 
Spc42V261D,L268D,I272D,L283D to form a superplaque was assayed as Figure 3, A–C, but with addition of 2% galactose for 
only 2 h. (E) Levels of overexpressed protein were analyzed as for Figure 3A. (F) GFP fluorescence was analyzed as for 
Figure 3B. Scale bar: 2 µm. (G) Incorporation of constructs into a superplaque were quantitated as for Figure 3C.
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FIGURE 6: The DCC is essential for Spc42 stability. (A) Left, schematic of Spc42 variant constructs. Right, an empty vector, 
wild-type SPC42, and spc42∆54–141 were transformed into a strain containing a deletion of SPC42 covered by a URA3-
based plasmid containing wild-type SPC42. The ability to rescue the SPC42 deletion was tested as for Figure 3G; the same 
phenotype was seen at all temperatures (unpublished data). (B) Schematic showing smaller deletions within the first 
coiled-coil as well as replacement constructs that have heptad repeats from the coiled-coil of myosin. An empty vector, 
wild-type SPC42, and the indicated deletions/replacements were transformed into a strain containing a deletion of SPC42 
covered by a URA3-based plasmid containing wild-type SPC42 and tested for function as in Figure 3G. (C–E) Spc42∆60–94 
or Spc42∆95–130 deletions and myosin replacements expressed as GFP fusions under the control of the GAL1 promoter 
were grown and induced as for Figure 5, E–G. (C) GFP fluorescence was analyzed as for Figure 3B. Scale bar: 2 µm. 
(D) Incorporation of constructs into a superplaque were quantitated as for Figure 3C. Overexpression of Spc42∆95–130-GFP 
resulted in a diffuse cytoplasmic signal with no visible puncta/foci, so it was not quantitated (ND) in D. (E) Levels of 
overexpressed protein from were analyzed as for Figure 3A. (F) Heptad repeats from the coiled-coil of myosin were added 
within the DCC to examine how increased length would affect Spc42 function, using a dilution assay as in A.
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Structural organization of Spc42 follows a TCC model
Two models were proposed by Bullitt et al. (1997) to impart three-
fold symmetry to the Spc42 hexameric array: a TCC formed from 
three Spc42 molecules or a trimer of DCCs (trimer-of-dimers) formed 
from six Spc42 molecules. Spc42 was predicted to have three 
coiled-coil domains, but only the N-terminal DCC was found to self-
associate in a fluorescent resonance energy transfer assay of coiled-
coil peptides (Zizlsperger et al., 2008; Zizlsperger and Keating, 
2010). This observation led to preference for the trimer-of-dimers 
model, wherein three DCCs trimerize at the N-termini but split at 
the C-termini into six polypeptide chains that interact with adjacent 
units to form a hexagonal lattice (Muller et al., 2005; Viswanath 
et al., 2017) (Figure 7A).
Although the trimer-of-dimers model has been the prevailing 
model in the field for more than 20 yr (Bullitt et al., 1997; Muller 
et al., 2005; Zizlsperger et al., 2008; Viswanath et al., 2017), there is 
no experimental evidence of DCC trimerization under a wide range 
of conditions (Zizlsperger et al., 2008; Zizlsperger and Keating, 
2010). Indeed, as shown here, the DCC is not necessary for Spc42 
array formation in vitro or for superplaque assembly in vivo.
From first principles, a 2D lattice that exhibits sixfold symmetry 
and belongs to space group P6, as observed by Bullitt et al. (1997), 
also generates two threefold axes and three twofold axes, as shown 
in Figure 7B. The minimum number of protein subunits (chains) 
needed to fill the unit cell of this lattice is six. These six subunits 
must interact with one another around these axes of symmetry. 
Given that we only see dimeric interactions (DCC and ACC) and 
trimeric interactions (TCC) between domains, the simplest way to 
generate a sixfold lattice is to place the TCCs on the threefold axes 
and DCCs and ACCs on the twofold axes (Figure 7C). These sym-
metry domains are then connected to one another by UR2, UR3, 
and UR4.This arrangement of subunits generates a lattice with six-
fold symmetry.
In the earlier model (Figure 7A), it was proposed that three DCCs 
(six protein chains) would be arranged around each threefold axis 
(Muller et al., 2005). Because there are two threefold axes in each 
unit cell, this arrangement places 12 protein subunits into the cell. 
The six alpha helices that make up the three DCCs arranged around 
a threefold axis would not exhibit sixfold symmetry. This model also 
suggested that two pairs of protein subunits (a total of four chains) 
would be related to each other across the twofold axes, as seen in 
Figure 7A. In any event, the observed twofold symmetry of the DCC 
is not used in the generation of the lattice. Also, this model does not 
incorporate the observed threefold symmetry in the TCC or twofold 
symmetry seen in the ACC.
Our data from crystallographic structures, EM images of recon-
structed Spc42 arrays, and analysis of superplaque formation in vivo 
are consistent with the TCC model (Figures 7C and 8, A and B). The 
TCC domain lies on the threefold symmetry axis of a P6 unit cell, 
while the DCC and ACC dimerization domains sit on twofold axes 
between two adjacent threefold axes. The unit cell dimensions are 
145 Å, with the distance between adjacent TCCs of 84 Å. At first 
glance, this disagrees with the 1/126 Å−1 size reported previously 
(Bullitt et al., 1997), but it is noteworthy that the reciprocal axis 
lengths of both data sets are essentially the same (Table 2 and 
Figure 8, B and C). In our hands, the real unit cell length derived 
from Bullitt et al. (1997) (Figure 6A) is indeed 145 Å.
As noted earlier, distinguishing feature between the TCC and 
trimer-of-dimers models centers on Spc42 stoichiometry. The trimer-
of-dimers model requires that a 145 Å unit cell house 12 Spc42 
FIGURE 7: Evolution of interpretation of Spc42 architecture. (A) The 
trimer-of-dimers model, postulated before the structural data 
presented in this article, placed 12 Spc42 monomers in the 
hexagonal unit cell. In this model, the DCC, shown as blue spheres, 
form trimers of dimers, while the C-terminal regions of the protein, 
shown as green half-ellipsoids, dimerize with adjacent C-terminal 
regions (Muller et al., 2005; Viswanath et al., 2017). (B) Schematic 
representation of the P6 2D space group. (C) The TCC model 
incorporates the symmetry elements discerned from the 
crystallographic data presented here into a hexagonal lattice. In this 
model, the DCCs, shown as blue spheres, form dimers, while the 
TCCs, shown as green spheres, trimerize, and the ACCs, shown as 
yellow bars, dimerize in an antiparallel conformation. This 
orientation requires only 6 Spc42 monomers in the hexagonal unit 
cell. Undetermined regions (URs) of Spc42 are not included in this 
model.
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FIGURE 8: TCC model of Spc42 lattice organization. (A) Top, edge-on view of the proposed organization of the DCC, 
TCC, and ACC. UR2–4 are depicted in gray. Here, the ACC is shown to provide an intramolecular interaction, in which 
two Spc42 polypeptide chains dimerize through the DCC and ACC, while the TCC networks with polypeptide chains 
outside of said dimers to establish the hexameric array (Supplemental Figure S2D). Alternatively, the ACC could provide 
an intermolecular interaction by instead making contacts between adjacent Spc42 dimers (Supplemental Figure S2E). 
Both interpretations incorporate the symmetry elements in similar ways, but with differing connectivity; current data do 
not distinguish between these models. (B) Overhead view of the model incorporating an intramolecular role for the 
ACC, overlaid on the small globular fusion protein Gp7. (Recall that these fusion proteins are necessary for improved 
solubility and stability of Spc42 constructs and do not affect the arrangement of Spc42.) Unit cell dimensions were 
determined from single-particle analysis of EM images (see Materials and Methods; Table 2). (C) Spc42 array 
reconstruction by Bullitt et al. (1997) is consistent with the trimeric coiled-coil model. (D, E) Structures of 3K2N (D) or 
GFP (E) are overlaid on the lattice to show that the fusion proteins can be readily accommodated in the lattice. Because 
these blocking domains lie beneath the segments of Spc42, it is not expected that they will interfere with the assembly 
of Spc42. Consistent with this conjecture, the lattice dimensions are independent of the size of the fusion domain.
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polypeptide chains rather than 6, raising the question of space avail-
ability within the lattice. The volume and dimensions of our fusion 
proteins, as well as GFP fusions in vivo, reveal that, while packing 6 
protein subunits in the unit cell as a protein monolayer obeys sixfold 
symmetry (Figure 8, D and E), it is difficult to conceive how 12 fusion 
protein subunits could be accommodated and use the observed 
Spc42 DCC, TCC, and ACC domains. However, Spc42-GFP–con-
taining cells are viable, with no obvious defects in SPB structure 
(Muller et al., 2005). Fluorescence-intensity measurements of GFP-
tagged SPB components indicate a 2:1 ratio of Spc42 to other com-
ponents (Muller et al., 2005). Based on the earlier model, this would 
allow for six copies of Spc29, Spc110, and calmodulin in the central 
plaque, which is also thought to have hexagonal symmetry (Bullitt 
et al., 1997). Given that the central plaque must contain six copies 
of each protein per unit cell to exhibit sixfold symmetry, our model 
suggests there must be a 1:1 ratio between Spc42 and the other 
components. A recent study of nuclear envelope–associated nu-
clear pore complexes illustrates the caveats of calibrated GFP imag-
ing in large structures in yeast (Kim et al., 2018). This, combined with 
issues surrounding folding and maturation kinetics of fluorescent 
proteins within the SPB (Lengefeld et al., 2018), makes it difficult to 
predict stoichiometry in a dynamic complex such as the SPB. There-
fore, if one assumes that a SPB contains a ∼1:1 complex of Spc42 to 
other components, hexagonal symmetry would easily be transmit-
ted to the central plaque. Spc42 in excess of the 1:1 symmetry may 
be located on the lattice’s edge, where symmetry and modeling 
breaks down. Interestingly, in the Bayesian model of the SPB core, 
two pools of Spc29 were detected (Viswanath et al., 2017). It is pos-
sible that both Spc42 and Spc29 exist in the core and on the edge, 
tethering the soluble core to membrane components of the SPB.
Curiously, orthologues of Spc110, calmodulin, and Cnm67 can 
be readily identified by sequence homology in virtually all fungal 
lineages and in many metazoans (Ito and Bettencourt-Dias, 2018). In 
contrast, Spc42 and Spc29 are only found in closely related 
Saccharomycetaceae. In Schizosaccharomyces, the roles of both 
Spc29 and Spc42 appear to be fulfilled by a single protein, Ppc89 
(Rosenberg et al., 2006), which has an N-terminal domain of ∼300 
amino acids (Spc29-like) followed by an extended coiled-coil that 
leads into a Cep57 microtubule-binding domain that most likely in-
teracts with Sid4, the Cnm67 orthologue. Homologues of Ppc89 
can be found across Ascomycota, Pezizomycotina, and Taphrinomy-
cotina yeasts, but are not found in Saccharomycotina, which contain 
both Spc29 and Spc42. This suggests that the function of Ppc89 
split into two proteins during evolution and likely indicates that 
Spc29 and Spc42 function in a 1:1 complex, similar to the ancestral 
Ppc89.
Implications for Spc42 within the SPB
While the requirements for superplaque formation in vivo and as-
sembly of ordered array in vitro correlated in many cases, there were 
differences that are likely biologically significant. This can be seen in 
the requirements for the C-terminus: while both Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC 
and Spc42TCC-UR3-ACC-UR4 constructs arrange into a monolayer in 
vitro, only the inclusion of UR4 results in a superplaque in vivo, dem-
onstrating that the extreme C-terminus is required for assembly of 
Spc42 in vivo. This region of Spc42 is thought to associate with 
Cnm67 (Adams and Kilmartin, 1999; Muller et al., 2005), although 
recent Bayesian modeling suggests that the Cnm67 binding site 
may reside even more deeply within IL2 (Viswanath et al., 2017). In 
addition, while the DCC and its surrounding URs are not necessary 
for the formation of an ordered Spc42 array in vitro or for self- 
assembly when overexpressed in vivo, this N-terminal region is 
essential for cell growth when only a single copy of Spc42 is ex-
pressed in vivo. This is not in conflict with our structural models, 
because those components identified to be necessary for assembly 
are a subset of those required for function and, most likely, interac-
tion with other components of the SPB. Our data suggest that the 
DCC is not the architect of hexagonal symmetry; however, it is more 
than just a linker between the central plaque and IL2. Removal of all 
or parts of this domain, with the exception of amino acids 60–80, 
resulted in a nonfunctional version of Spc42 that did not self- 
assemble. Although replacement of the DCC with the DCC of 
myosin rescued assembly and increased protein stability, spc42∆60–
94myosin 861–895 and spc42∆95–130myosin 896–931 were not viable. In the 
Bayesian model of the SPB core, the terminal Spc110 coiled-coil 
was in line with the DCC of Spc42, suggesting that the two might 
interact (Viswanath et al., 2017). In doing so, the array formed by 
Spc42 could transmit hexagonal symmetry to the central plaque, as 
originally proposed (Bullitt et al., 1997).
Summary
In summary, structural analysis of the coiled-coil domains of Spc42 
provides novel insight into the organization of this key scaffold at 
the SPB. The model for Spc42 organization is the simplest arrange-
ment that incorporates the symmetry of the structural domains, their 
assembly properties in vitro, and their biological necessity in vivo. 
The fact that multiple structural domains within Spc42 contribute to 
its organization illustrates the redundancy used by cells to ensure 
SPB integrity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Structural construct design, expression, and purification
Plasmids were assembled with QuikChange cloning such that 
sections of a gene of interest were directly inserted into a vector by 
linear amplification (van den Ent and Lowe, 2006; Rocco et al., 2008; 
Klenchin et al., 2011). Sections of the SPC42 (obtained from genomic 
DNA) were cloned into a modified pET31b plasmid (Novagen) 
pKLD37 (Klenchin et al., 2011). All constructs contained an N-termi-
nal H6-tag followed by a recombinant tobacco etch virus (rTEV) 
cleavage site (Blommel and Fox, 2007) that lead into a coiled-coil 
solubilizing fusion protein (Frye et al., 2010), as expression of SPB 
components in vitro can be dramatically improved by fusing them 
onto a stable globular protein domain (Klenchin et al., 2011). The 
propensity and registration of coiled-coils in Spc42 and the predicted 
coiled-coil registration across the construct was assessed using the 
COILS algorithm (Lupas, 1996). Sequences of all constructs were veri-
fied throughout the open reading frame (Supplemental Table S1).
Spc42 fusion proteins were expressed in E. coli BL21-
CodonPlus(DE3)-RIL cells (Stratagene) cultured in Luria–Bertani 
medium containing 100 µg/ml ampicillin at 37°C with shaking at 
200 rpm to OD600 = ∼0.8–1.0, cooled on ice 15 min, and induced 
with 1 mM isopropyl b-d-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for ∼16 h at 
16°C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, flash-frozen in liquid 
nitrogen, and stored at −80°C.
Selenomethionine (SeMet) Spc42 fusion proteins were expressed 
in M9 medium at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm to OD600 = ∼1.0, 
cooled on ice 5 min, supplemented with 5 ml amino acid mix (0.6 g/l 
Lys, 0.6 g/l Thr, 0.6 g/l Phe, 0.3 g/l Leu, 0.3 g/l Ile, 0.3 g/l Val, and 
0.3 g/l SeMet in 30 ml H2O [filter sterilized]), and incubated 30 min 
at 200 rpm at 16°C before IPTG induction (as above).
All proteins were purified at 4°C. Cells (10 g) were lysed in 50 ml 
of lysis buffer (Supplemental Table S1; generally, 20 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 
50–200 mM NaCl, 200 mM NaSCN, 0.1 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 
0.5 mg/ml lysozyme, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 50 nM 
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leupeptin [Peptide International], 70 nM E-65 [Peptide Interna-
tional], 2 nM aprotinin [ProSpec], and 2 mM 4-(2-aminoethyl)ben-
zenesulfonyl fluoride [Gold BioTechnology]) by sonication. The 
lysate was clarified by centrifugation at 125,000 × g for 30 min in a 
Ti-45 rotor. The supernatant was loaded onto a 5 ml nickel-nitrilotri-
acetic acid (Ni-NTA) column (Qiagen) by gravity and washed with 
10 column volumes of buffer A (20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 
200 mM NaSCN, 20% glycerol, 0.2 mM TCEP, and 20 mM imidaz-
ole) and 6 column volumes of buffer B (buffer A, but with 40 mM 
imidazole). The protein was eluted in 6 column volumes of buffer C 
(buffer A, but generally with 250 mM imidazole; Supplemental Table 
S1). For H6-tag removal, purified protein was incubated with a 1:40 
M ratio of rTEV protease to Spc42 fusion protein at room tempera-
ture for 1 h and then 4°C overnight in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 
200 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP, and 0.1 mM EDTA (Blommel and Fox, 
2007). The NaCl concentration was raised to 300 mM, and the 
cleaved protein was loaded onto a 2 ml Ni-NTA column equilibrated 
in buffer D (buffer A, but without imidazole). Spc42 fusion constructs 
were eluted in 4 column volumes of buffer A, after which rTEV pro-
tease was eluted in buffer E (buffer A, but with 200 mM imidazole). 
For EM studies, the H6-tag was not removed. The protein was 
brought to 1–25 mg/ml in an Amicon Ultra 15–50 kDa cutoff 
concentrator (Millipore), dialyzed against a storage buffer and flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen in 30-µl droplets, and stored at −80°C. The 
exact storage buffers differed according to the stability of each con-
struct and are listed in Supplemental Table S1.
Protein crystallization and structural determination
Crystals of SeMet-Spc4211–1303K2N (DCC) were grown at room 
temperature by hanging-drop vapor diffusion from a 1:1 mixture of 
16 mg/ml protein solution and a well solution consisting of 100 mM 
MOPS (pH 7.0), 5/10% PEG4K/MPD, and 150 mM sodium citrate. 
Hexagonal crystals grew overnight. The crystals were cryoprotected 
by incubation in 100 mM MOPS (pH 7.0), 10/20% PEG4K/MPD, and 
150 mM sodium citrate for 30 min before being rapidly flash-frozen 
in liquid nitrogen.
Crystals of 3H5I-Spc42181–211E (TCC) were grown at room tem-
perature by hanging-drop vapor diffusion from a 1:1 mixture of 
12 mg/ml protein solution and a well solution consisting of 100 mM 
piperazine-N,N’-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid) (PIPES) (pH 6.0), 10% 
MEPEG5K, and 700 mM tetramethylamine chloride. Layered rectan-
gular sheet crystals spontaneously formed over roughly 1 wk. The 
crystals were cryoprotected by incubation in 100 mM PIPES (pH 
6.0), 10% MEPEG5K, 700 mM tetramethylamine chloride, and 20% 
ethylene glycol for 1 min before being rapidly flash-frozen in liquid 
nitrogen.
Crystals of SeMet-Spc42246–305 (ACC) were grown at room tem-
perature by hanging-drop vapor diffusion from a 1:1 mixture of 
12 mg/ml protein solution and a well solution consisting of 80 mM 
MES (pH 6.0), 60% MPD, and 200 mM NaCl. Rod-shaped hexagonal 
crystals formed over 1–3 d. Crystals were rapidly flash-frozen in 
liquid nitrogen.
The x-ray diffraction data were collected at beamline SBC 19-ID 
(Advance Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, 
IL). Collected data sets were integrated and scaled using HKL2000 
and HKL3000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997; Minor et al., 2006). The 
x-ray data collection statistics are given in Table 1.
The structures of SeMet-Spc4211–1303K2N (DCC) and SeMet-
Spc42246–305 (ACC) were solved by single-wavelength anomalous 
dispersion (SAD), phased using CRANK2 (Ness et al., 2004), and 
refined in Refmac 5.8 (Murshudov et al., 1997). Density modification 
for SeMet-3K2N-Spc4211–130 (DCC) was performed using Parrot 
(Cowtan, 2010). Final refinement of both structures was done in 
Phenix (Adams et al., 2010).
The structure of 3H5I-Spc42181–211E (TCC) was solved by mole-
cular replacement with Phaser_MR (Collaborative Computational 
Project, 1994; McCoy, 2007), using the coordinates for 3H5I as a 
search model. After density modification was performed using Par-
rot, initial models were built in Bucaneer_Pipeline (Cowtan, 2006). 
Subsequent cycles of refinement were executed using Refmac 5.8 
structural coordinates. Final refinement was done using Phenix. Re-
finement statistics are given in Table 1. Coordinates and structure 
factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with acces-
sion codes 6OEI, 6OEC, and 6OD2, for SeMet-3K2N-Spc4211–130 
(DCC), 3H5I-Spc42181–211E (TCC), and SeMet-Spc42246–305 (ACC), 
respectively.
Size-exclusion chromatography
Proteins (200 µl at 5 mg/ml) were run on a 30-ml Superdex 200 col-
umn (Pharmacia) at 0.5 ml/min in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.6), 200 mM 
NaCl, and 0.5 mM TCEP at room temperature. Trilution LC 3.0 soft-
ware (Gilson) was used to monitor elution at 280 nm, collect data, 
and manually integrate peaks per “valley-to-valley” integration.
Two-dimensional crystallization and analysis of H6-Spc42
The 2D arrays of various Spc42 constructs were assembled with the 
aid of lipid monolayers following the procedures described previ-
ously (Levy et al., 2001; Kelly et al., 2010). Thirty-microliter drops of 
500–1000 µg/ml Spc42 H6-tagged protein constructs in 20 mM 
HEPES (pH 7.6) and 100 mM NH4SCN or 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.6) 
and 200 mM NaCl were loaded into individual Teflon plate wells 
(∼5 × 2 mm). Each was placed in a 6- or 10-cm glass Petri dish 
with a wet circle of Whatman #2 filter paper cut to size. DLPC 
(1,2-dilinoleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) or L-α-phosphatidyl-
choline (Egg, Chicken) (Egg PC) was combined with 18:1 1,2- dioleo
yl-sn-glycero-3-[(N-(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid)
succinyl] (nickel salt) (18:1 DGS-NTA(Ni)) (all from Avanti Polar Lipids) 
in a 3.4:1 or 3.7:1 M ratio, respectively, and 1 µl of the lipid mix was 
added to the top of the protein drop via a Hamilton syringe. The 
plate was incubated at room temperature for 1 h to allow for mono-
layer formation. Subsequently, a 400-mesh continuous carbon grid 
(Ted Pella) was applied to the monolayer for 5 s to 1 min, then lifted 
perpendicularly with forceps and applied to a small strip of What-
man #4 filter paper to wick moisture from the grid. At this point, 
some grids were applied to a 30-µl water or experimental buffer 
drop and then wicked. Five microliters 1% uranyl formate was im-
mediately dropped onto the filter, incubated for 5–10 s, and wicked 
away on a small strip of Whatman #4 filter paper. Grids were air-
dried 5 min before storage. Images were obtained on a Hitachi 
H-7600 Transmission Electron Microscope at 80 kV, with spherical 
aberration coefficient Cs = 3.2, using a Dual AMT CCD camera 
system.
As the 2D arrays were not of adequate size and order to be 
amenable to 2D crystal analysis, they were analyzed as single 
particles using EMAN2.2 (Tang et al., 2007; Bell et al., 2016; Chen 
et al., 2017). Images from each protein construct of the same magni-
fication image were grouped (Table 2). After an image set was 
uploaded in the e2projectmanager graphical user interface, the 
interactive neural network picker was trained (box 72, which boxed a 
defined “single particle” containing a central sphere and roughly 
two-thirds of the 6 surrounding spheres of the hexameric array), and 
several hundred particles were autoboxed for a given construct. 
Following contrast transfer function (CTF) autoprocessing for a low-
resolution image, 2D class averaging provided four class averages 
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(Supplemental Figure S2A). The best class average (by eye) was 
chosen as a reference image, to which sixfold symmetry was imposed 
(e2proc3d) and a soft mask was applied (e2display and e2proc2d, 
∼25). All particles picked by the neural network for the given protein 
construct were aligned to this reference image (e2a2d_align) (Figure 
2E). These aligned particles were averaged (e2a2d_average) with 
score progressive (10), the last of which was used to measure the unit 
cell dimensions for a protein construct (Figure 2F).
The final averaged particle for respective constructs was quanti-
tated via plot profiling in ImageJ (NIH) (Schneider et al., 2012), and 
data were fit in IgorPro (WaveMetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) to define 
the unit cell dimensions. For plotting the gray-scale profile of the 
final averaged image, the line tool in ImageJ was employed to draw 
three lines (one for each 60° rotation from the outer sphere, through 
the central sphere, and to the opposite sphere) (Schneider et al., 
2012). The plot profile data from each these traces were copied to 
Igor Pro 7 (WaveMetrics). The two peaks for each plot profile were 
separated, and the edges of the peaks were trimmed to eliminate 
artifacts. Then, all six peaks were globally fit to the following gauss-
ian equation (for negative or positive baseline slope):
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wherein amplitudes (A), baseline slopes (m), and peak widths (w) 
were linked for all peaks, and central peak positions (x0) were linked 
for concurrent peaks, while the baseline origins (y0) and angstrom 
positions (x) were allowed to float.
Yeast strains and plasmids
All yeast strains are derivatives of W303 (ade2-1 trp1-1 leu2-3,112 
his3-11,15 ura3-1 can1-100) and are listed in Supplemental Table S2. 
Standard techniques were used for DNA and yeast manipulations. 
Deletions or site mutants in SPC42 (in pRS306-GAL-SPC42-GFP 
[pSJ106] or pRS304-SPC42 [pSJ217]) were created using oligonucle-
otide-directed mutagenesis or gene synthesis and were confirmed 
by sequencing. Complete sequences of plasmids are available upon 
request. SPC42 constructs were integrated into URA3 or TRP1 fol-
lowing digestion with ApaI or Bsu36I, respectively, and selected on 
standard yeast media lacking one or more amino acids (Dunham 
et al., 2015). Integrants were screened by PCR to select for single-
copy integration events. Fusions to GFP, yellow fluorescent protein 
(YFP), mCherry, or mTurquoise2 were created using PCR-based 
methods (Gardner and Jaspersen, 2014). For dilution assays, cells 
grown overnight in yeast extract–peptone–dextrose (YPD) media at 
30°C were serially diluted 5- to 10-fold in sterile growth media 
and stamped onto agar plates lacking uracil (SC-Ura) or containing 
5-fluorourotic acid (5-FOA). Plates were incubated for 2–3 d at 23°C, 
30°C, or 37°C and 5–6 d at 16°C.
Fluorescence microscopy
For visualization of microtubules and SPBs, yeast cultures were grown 
overnight in YPD at 23°C to mid–log phase. Cultures were then di-
vided, and half were kept at 23°C with the other half shifted to 37°C 
for 4 h. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed twice in phos-
phate-buffered saline, and kept for imaging on ice. For the super-
plaque assay, yeast cultures were grown overnight in yeast extract–
peptone (YEP) with 2% raffinose to mid–log phase. Cultures were 
then divided, and 2% glucose (−) or 2% galactose (+) was added for 3 
h at 30°C before cells were harvested. For imaging of cells, an aliquot 
of cells was spotted onto a clean glass slide and covered with a 
number 1.5 glass coverslip. Images of microtubules (GFP-Tub1) and 
SPBs (Tub4-mCherry) were acquired on a Nikon Eclipse TI equipped 
with a Yokogawa CSU W1 spinning-disk head and Andor EMCCD 
using a Nikon Apo TIRF 100×/1.49 NA oil objective. GFP was imaged 
using a 488-nm laser and ET525/36 emission filter with a maximum 
power of 2.5 mW measured at the sample. mCherry was imaged us-
ing a 561-nm laser and ET605/70 emission filter with a maximum 
power of 5.0 mW measured at the sample. Images of Spc42-GFP 
were acquired on an LSM-780 (Zeiss) using an alpha Plan- Apochromat 
100×/1.46 NA oil objective (Figure 3B) or an alpha Plan-Apochromat 
40×/1.0 NA water objective (all other images) in photon-counting 
mode with 488-nm excitation. GFP fluorescence was collected 
through a 482–522 band-pass filter. Image processing and analysis 
was performed in ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). For presentation, 
images were sum projected over relevant z slices and binned 4 × 4. 
Brightness and contrast adjustments are identical between samples 
within a panel. In some cases (noted in the figure legends), bright foci 
were overcontrasted so that dim foci could be visualized.
Western blotting
Mid−log phase cells (5 ml) were harvested, and cell pellets were 
stored at −80°C. For analysis of protein levels, pellets were thawed 
on ice and resuspended in 300 µl 2× SDS sample buffer along with 
100 µl of glass beads. After being vortexed for 5 min at full speed, 
samples were heated to 100°C for 5 min, then loaded onto gels for 
Western blot analysis. Proteins were detected using (1:1000) anti-
GFP antibody (Cell Signaling Technology); histone H4 was the refer-
ence (1:10000) (Abcam).
Transmission electron microscopy of in vivo cells
Cells were grown overnight at 23°C in YPD, then shifted to 37°C for 
4 h. Cells were quickly harvested and frozen on the Leica EM-Pact 
(Wetzlar, Germany) at ∼2050 bar, transferred under liquid nitrogen 
into 2% osmium tetroxide/0.1% uranyl acetate/acetone, and trans-
ferred to the Leica AFS. The freeze substitution protocol was as fol-
lows: −90°C for 16 h, raised 4°C/h for 7 h, −60°C for 19 h, raised 
4°C/h for 10 h, and −20°C for 20 h. Samples were then removed 
from the AFS, placed in the refrigerator for 4 h, and then allowed to 
incubate at room temperature for 1 h. Samples went through three 
changes of acetone over 1 h and were removed from the planch-
ettes. They were embedded in acetone/Epon mixtures to final 100% 
Epon over several days in a stepwise procedure as previously de-
scribed (McDonald, 1999). Sixty-nanometer serial thin sections were 
cut on a Leica UC6, stained with uranyl acetate and Sato’s lead, and 
imaged on a FEI Technai Spirit (Hillsboro, OR).
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